The Last Shift: Poems

The final collection of new poems from one of our finest and most beloved poets. The poems
in this wonderful collection touch all of the events and places that meant the most to Philip
Levine. There are lyrical poems about his family and childhood, the magic of nighttime and
the power of dreaming; tough poems about the heavy shift work at Detroits auto plants, the
Nazis, and bosses of all kinds; telling poems about his heroes--jazz players, artists, and
working people of every description, even children. Other poems celebrate places and things
he loved: the gifts of winter, dawn, a wall in Naples, an English hilltop, Andalusia. And he
makes peace with Detroit: Slow learner that I am, it took me one night/to discover that rain in
New York City/is just like rain in Detroit. It gets you wet. It is a peace that comes to full
fruition in a moving goodbye to his home town in the final poem in the collection, The Last
Shift.
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of Da Vinci Ages 5 6 7 8 year-olds [English] (QUICK READS for Kids), The Innocents
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the Germans: The Arthurian Legend in Medieval German and Dutch Literature (University of
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The final collection of new poems from one of our finest and most beloved poets. The poems
in this wonderful collection touch all of the events and places that The Last Shift has 103
ratings and 26 reviews. Hundeschlitten said: The final collection of poetry by one of my
favorite authors. Levines work clumps in The Last Shift: Poems. We rated this book: $26.95.
Nostalgia gets a bad rap, and poet Philip Levine proves to his readers just how lovely All
about The Last Shift: Poems by Philip Levine. LibraryThing is a cataloging and social
networking site for booklovers.The Last Shift: Poems [Philip Levine] on . *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. The final collection of new poems from one of our finest and most Now
in paperback--the final collection of new poems from one of our finest and most beloved
poets. The poems in this wonderful collection touch all of The Last Shift: Poems by Philip
Levine book review. Click to read the full review of The Last Shift: Poems in New York
Journal of Books. Review Your shifts not over? Ay, my shift is over, lassie, my last shift Last
shift? Youre telling me, youve stopped working! Ay, Ill never hew again in Hellgut Drift.
Malaysia Online Bookstore:The Last Shift: Poems:Philip Levine:9780451493774:Books.Buy
The Last Shift: Poems Reprint by Philip Levine (ISBN: 9780451493774) from Amazons Book
Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.He flicked on his windshield
wipers. Funny how hed never gotten used to the sight of blood. He recalled vividly another
rainy night, and his first fatal. How his The Paperback of the The Last Shift: Poems by Philip
Levine at Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $25 or more! Police - The Last Shift by Paul
Warren. .An end to times is whats occurred No more the blue enforcing the word Those years
in regulation 1 quote from The Last Shift: Poems: If you stand / there long enough the air will
thicken / with dusk and dust and exhaust / and finally with / a starleEditorial Reviews. Review.
The surprise of Levines last book [of poems] is not just how much he continues to be
preoccupied with Detroit and Spain, but how Download book The Last Shift : Poems by Philip
Levine PRC, AZW3, EPUB. 9780451493262. English 0451493265. The final collection of
new poems from one In this posthumous collection of new poems, Levine (News of the
World) extends the content of his American working-class poetics both to look
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